
LDC Annual Assessment and Reassessment Report 2021-2022
Overview
The purpose of SAC-level assessment at PCC is to identify the levels of student achievement of

course- or program-level outcomes in the name of improving those levels of achievement.  The

second part of that process is the reassessment of an outcome that has been assessed in a

previous year.

In an initial assessment of an outcome, a SAC should identify any areas of student achievement

of an outcome that could be improved.  The SAC should then target those areas with a teaching

strategy appropriate to its discipline during the reassessment year.  The reassessment of the

outcome then determines if the strategy was effective by measuring any changes to student

achievement. This process, of assessing, analyzing, creating a teaching strategy, and reassessing,

is called "closing the loop."  It is how assessment can be useful for instructors and, by extension,

for students.

Note that questions marked with an asterisk* indicate that the accompanying help document

includes information relevant to that question.

The planning section that follows is to be completed and submitted in Fall Term.  If your SAC is

unable to complete it in fall, please fill out the planning section when completing the final

report in spring.

Submission checklist
Due by November 30, 2021:

Planning section of report

On completion of the planning section, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

Due by June 24, 2022:

Full report
Numerical results (disaggregated data or raw data) and data analysis as an appendix.
On completing the full report, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14O_IB1-2ipZ6HNCY1xjGxXwoEbhQ9csNfOr9R3aOIFI/edit?usp=sharing


Planning Section: To be completed and submitted in Fall Term

SAC Assessment Contact:

Name e-mail

Jason Palmer jason.palmer@pcc.edu

1. What SAC do you represent?

2. Is this plan for an initial assessment or a reassessment?
Music (MUS) and Applied Music (MUP)
We will be reassessing the quality of our GenEd Signature Assignments, which we assessed last year in
preparation of the upcoming adoption of the college-wide signature assignment process. Our hope is
to learn something from the process last year and edit/improve our assignments for this year’s
assessment.

3. What course(s) will your assessment/reassessment focus on?
We will do this in all MUS Gen Ed courses.

4. In what term(s) will you collect student work?
Winter 2022

5a. How will you sample student work? If this is a reassessment, did this change from

previous years?*
We will have each instructor collect signature assignments through D2L using a “Signature

Assignment” module. This is the same process as last year.

The SAC will then score the student artifacts during the Spring 2022 Inservice meeting. We also plan to
norm the scorers beforehand. All student work will be devoid of name.



5b. Will the student work be part of the regular graded assignments for the  course(s)?

Please describe how the student work you plan to collect is integrated into the

course(s)*
Yes, graded assignments as part of the class

6. How will you redact student work (i.e. make it anonymous)?*
This will be done with the redact function for PDF documents by each instructor before submitting for
scoring. SAC chairs will confirm student artifacts have been redacted.

7. Explain how your project is a direct assessment. If designing an indirect or exploratory

assessment please share your rationale. (Include an explanation if relevant.) If this is a

reassessment, did this change?*
We will be assessing student artifacts which have been designed to allow them to show proficiency on
the integrative Learning GenEd outcome, and rating them directly against this rubric.

8. Briefly describe the purpose or goal of this project.  In other words, what are you

hoping to learn? If this is a reassessment, did this change?*

Last year, we used our assessment to create a ‘dry run’ of the MUS Gen Ed signature assignment

process. We were assessing the outcome of IL but also we are assessing the signature assignments as

well.

After last years experience, and being given the reprieve of not having to officially start that process

this year, our hope is to re-run our signature assignments, but provide some coaching on what types

of assignments and formats seemed to be most successful last year so that instructors can edit and

update their signature assignments with the idea of re-assessing this year to see whether or not we

have improved our process.



9. In general terms, describe the assessment project for the year.  What steps will you

take in carrying out the project? If this is a reassessment, please describe any

modifications to instruction. *
Fall 2021 Inservice meeting SAC decided to re-assess IL outcome in MUS Gen Ed courses.

Late Fall term 2021: disseminate info to instructors that they can update and edit signature

assignments with an eye towards improving them from last year

Winter 2022 MUS Gen Ed courses use signature assignment. Student work will be collected at the end

of term by having each instructor redact artifacts and submit to SAC chairs.

Spring 2022 MUS SAC members that volunteer as scorers will be normed during the Spring in-service
meeting. Student artifacts will then be scored. Information will be collected and summarized in our
assessment report.

10a. What are the benchmarks (minimum acceptable level of student outcome

achievement) and how have they been determined?*
We are going to use the IL rubric to score so that would be the PCC minimum benchmark of Level 2.

10b. What percentage or frequency of students do you hope to see achieve the

benchmarks?*
More than fifty percent if the assignments are effective and courses are actually covering the
Integrative Learning GenEd outcome.



11. Describe the tools (e.g. rubrics, checklists, standardized exams) you will use in the

project to evaluate student work. If this is a reassessment, please describe any changes

from previous years. [Note: Significant changes to the assessment tools constitutes a

new assessment.]
We will be using the IL Gen Ed outcome rubric.

12. Describe how the SAC will ensure that the evaluation of student work is consistent. If

using a rubric, please describe how the SAC will norm to the rubric, and verify inter-rater

reliability. If this is a reassessment, please describe any changes from previous years.*
We will norm the scorers and A&L Integrative Learning rubric in order to verify inter-rater reliability.
This will be done during the Spring Inservice meeting. John Mery has experience as he led a norming
session for Arts and Letters scorers and participated as a scorer. As we did last time, we plan to use the
same methods and materials with the MUS SAC members including the VALUE Institute Calibration
Training Ground Rules.

13. Different SACs and individuals have different training in assessment.  Your LAC coach

is available to help with any step.  What might you need help with moving forward?
Last year, we felt that we had some issues with the reliability of raters for the assessment, even
though we went through a norming process that was coached by John Mery (described above). Any
help with getting our raters normed would be useful.

*STOP*  This concludes the planning portion of the form.

Please save this document and submit it to learningassessment@pcc.edu by November 30, 2021.

In the spring, complete the reporting section that continues on the next page.

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu




Annual Assessment and Reassessment Report 2021-2022

The purpose of SAC-level assessment at PCC is to identify the levels of student achievement of course- or

program-level outcomes in the name of improving those levels of achievement.  The first part of that

process is the initial assessment of an outcome.

On completing the form, please email it to learningassessment@pcc.edu.

Note that questions marked with an asterisk* indicate that the accompanying help document includes

information relevant to that question.

If your SAC was unable to complete the planning section, above, during Fall Term, please fill that section

out before completing the following end-of-year report.

14. Were any changes made to the assessment plan submitted in Fall Term?  If so, please

briefly describe them.
Our original plan was to reassess our Gen Ed Signature Assignments with a mix of our four FT faculty
members and a group of PT instructors who would be paid through the SAC, as we did last
year.However, we were informed (perhaps incorrectly?) that we could only pay PTers for work ON SAC
DAY. Since our original plan included collecting signature assignments from Winter term, planning and
distributing them on the Spring SAC day, then working individually to assess them before the end of
the year, we were not able to utilize the PT faculty. So, our only assessors were the FT faculty.

In retrospect, we would have liked to use some funding to pay PTers to do some of the assessments
with the FT faculty, as we did last year.

15. Please provide an executive summary of your results; include only key data points

and your overall findings regarding student learning.
Although there are some unfortunate differences in our study from last year and this year’s
reassessment, the main take-away for us is that our Signature Assignments are statistically scoring
more frequently at the benchmark level we have set. This is good news, and shows that our discussion
and work in SAC meetings has been successful. There are still several courses that still need
improvement, however.



16. Please accompany your report with the numerical results (disaggregated data or raw

data) and data analysis of your project as an appendix (i.e. along with this report, send

the project results themselves as a spreadsheet or document) if possible.  If that is not

possible, please explain.*
There is a link at the end of this document with the raw data…

17a. What were the benchmarks levels (minimum acceptable level of student

achievement of the outcome) for the project?*
Level 2 on the LDC Integrated Learning Rubric on all four parameters

17b. What percentage or frequency of students achieved the benchmark levels?*
Student artifacts from six courses and eight sections were scored. Results vary by course.

Out of 77 total artifacts scored, 32 artifacts met or exceeded the PCC Benchmark in all four

dimensions of the IL outcome. That is 42%, and a respecible improvement over last year’s sample.

MUS141 78.5% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS170 75% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS216 20% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS141 78.5% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS108 45% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS105 25% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome

MUS110 73.6% met or exceeded PCC Benchmark in all dimensions of IL outcome



18. How was student work redacted (i.e. made anonymous)?*
All assignments in PDF format with large black boxes covering the student and instructor names.

19. If the SAC used a rubric, please describe any changes to the norming and scoring

process described in the plan (question 12). Share the inter-rater reliability score below.

We used the LDC Integrative Learning Rubric. Our norming process was as close to the same as last
year as possible, with several examples scored during our Spring SAC meeting, then with discussions
around our scores to norm the group and create inter-rater reliability. Our score for the norming
process was that each scorer was within 1 level of all the other scorers on the rubric on every
dimension.

However, I believe that two things led to a difference in our scoring:
1) We did this last year and learned alot about the rubric, student scores, and interpreting the

rubric. This led to more conservative scoring (less dimension scores of 3 or 4), but also,
perhaps more consistent scoring.

2) We did not include PT instructors in the assessment process.

20. In general terms, describe the level of SAC involvement in the project (e.g. were both

PT and FT faculty involved in contributing and/or scoring student work?  Did all

instructors or a representative sample of instructors contribute student work to be

evaluated?)
A good portion of the MUS SAC participated in the discussion and planning of this project during the

Fall and Spring SAC In-service meetings. A total of four FT faculty members participated in the norming

calibration process and in the actual scoring. Artifacts from six courses and eight sections allowed the

SAC to sample a variety of instructors and courses. The artifacts were limited to General Education

courses.



21. Identify any barriers to participation in learning assessment within the SAC. Describe

any external factors that got in the way of learning assessment this year -- for example,

funding, time constraints, canceled courses, faculty workload, etc.
We were told (perhaps erroneously) that we could not use funding to pay PTers to assess the
assignments in their time outside of the SAC meeting. This was a surprise to us and made our Spring
SAC meeting less productive and changed our plans for the year’s assessment activity. We believe that
having funding for SAC members of both FT and PT status to do assessment work outside of the SAC
meeting would be helpful and in the best interest of the college.

22. What potential benefits to student learning were identified as a result of the

assessment project?  How will the SAC use the information during the reassessment of

the outcome in the future (i.e. “closing the loop.”)*
Better signature assignments that get to the crux of the topics in our gen ed classes seem to already
be an outcome of this process. Our assignments are scoring ‘at benchmark’ more this year than last
year. It will be interesting to see what happens as the college begins to collect and assess these
documents.

23. If the results of the project indicate a need for additional instruction on the outcome

in the future (i.e. during the reassessment year), what are the possible steps the SAC

might take to help students improve outcome achievement?*
The next step for us in this process is to see how these assignments score as the college begins to
collect them, and see what changes need to be made then.

Additionally, in a few areas, signature assignments are still not meeting the benchmark, and
additionally coaching and assistance to those instructors will be necessary.

24. If this was a reassessment, were any modifications to instruction implemented

between the prior assessment and this one? How did the assessment methods and

results compare with the prior assessment?*
We shared results from last year’s study with the instructors who are creating Signature Assignments,
discussed best practices during the FAll SAC meeting, and talked individually with instructors who
seemed to have low scores from last year, to see if FDCs and SAC Chairs could assist or coach ing any
way.



25. Please explain how results have been shared, or will be shared, with members of

your SAC.
The summary of the overall results will be shared with the SAC via email and will be presented during

the fall term SAC in-service meeting. Individual instructors of the courses that had low success rates

will be emailed directly with specific results and suggestions for improvement.

26. What changes would you make to your assessment design, methods or process?

Please comment briefly on any possible changes to your assessment process that would

lead to more meaningful assessment results -- for example, increasing your sample size,

or improvements to the norming process, etc.
A more accurate sampling might include multiple instructors scoring the same artifacts rather than

distributing them to individual scorers. I think that a greater number of assessors scoring a greater

number of artifacts would be useful.

27. Based on your experience with assessment this year, are there any areas that you

might want help with from your LAC coach?
Our SAC felt that the support was good from the LAC, but that the variety and amount of
commitments for faculty, FDCs, and SAC Chairs at the college currently through the re-org process has
made these assessment projects more difficult to focus on. There is a lot on everyone’s plate!

We feel that more help with actual statistical analysis may be good in the future for projects like this.
Given that none of us are trained statisticians, we feel that some guidance could be helpful.



28. Is there anything else you want to share with reviewers about your assessment

project?
This process was very useful for us, especially for the faculty who created the assignments. However,
due to the differences in the studies year to year, the reassessment aspect was perhaps slightly
impaired. Faculty did feel, however, that thinking about our Gen Ed signature assignments for two
years running before they begin to be assessed by the college was very useful to the quality of the
assignments.

Please submit your report to learningassessment@pcc.edu by June 24, 2022.

Submission checklist:

Full report
Numerical results (disaggregated data or raw data) and data analysis as an appendix.

Here is the data:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ijhHOA6914Nl7j8OYV2X9JY9AHnSqB1lmPealZmlQ1E
/edit?usp=sharing

mailto:learningassessment@pcc.edu
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ijhHOA6914Nl7j8OYV2X9JY9AHnSqB1lmPealZmlQ1E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ijhHOA6914Nl7j8OYV2X9JY9AHnSqB1lmPealZmlQ1E/edit?usp=sharing

